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DATES TO
REMEMBER:
November
Mon 30th
Year 7 and 9 Perth Zoo Excursion
Year 7 Bee-Educated Incursion
Mon 30th - 2nd Dec
Year 8 Camp - Ern Halliday

December
Thurs 3rd
Year 10 River Cruise
Mon 7th - Tues 8th
Year 9/10 Summer Carnival
Fri 11th
Year 10 Assembly
Mon 14th
Year 8 Assembly
Year 9 Assembly
Tues 15th
Year 7 Assembly
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S T R E T C H '
From Saturday 24 October
to Sunday 1 November, The
2020 Castaways School
Sculptures Exhibition was
held at Churchill Park in
Rockingham.
WCHS students participated
and their piece was titled
‘Big Stretch’, this aimed to
highlight the importance of
making time for ourselves
and enjoying Rockingham’s
unique coastline.
A big well done to Harlee,
Abbey, Michelle and all the
other students who lent a
helping hand over the last
few months to make the
project come together.

PRINCIPALS MESSAGE
Welcome to our mid-term 4 Bulletin.
Term 4 is busy! We have now farewelled our Year 11
and 12 students.
Our Year 12 Valedictory Ceremony was held on
Monday 26th October at the Mandurah Performing
Arts Centre. With COVID-19 restrictions, we were
fortunate that we were able to stage the event and
even more fortunate that we were able to issue more
tickets than originally thought. I would like to
congratulate our students on successfully completing
their schooling. Thank you to our parents, carers and
loved ones who have supported them and our school
throughout their Warnbro CHS journey. I wish all
our Year 12 students all the very best in their future
endeavours.
Our Year 11 students finish the year on Friday 13th
November. Like our Year 12s, they have been
working very hard to meet deadlines in order to
complete tasks, assignments and certificates. I wish
them well for the end of their term and to remember
if they require any support to complete tasks, then to
please see their teachers.
We continue our Fogarty EDvance whole school
improvement journey this term with our Exec Team
attending workshop 8 and our Leadership Team
attending their third workshop. The Executive focus
is always on our strategic planning around our 3
school priorities and ensuring we are doing the work
that makes a real difference to student outcomes.
Our Leadership team are focusing on building
effective teams and developing their action plans for
2021.
The School Board met on Tuesday 27th October. Ms
Debra Bright, Associate Principal, and Ms Christie
Simpson, Teaching and Learning Leader, presented
some very interesting LINCs and LEAP data to the
Board. Ms Bright and Ms Simpson shared that we are
now starting to see that explicit teaching in LINCS
and the explicit teaching of vocabulary in General
Year 7 and LEAP classes is having a significant impact
on student learning. The targeted work that is being
done is making a real difference!

There has been a lot going on both in and out of the
school with many staff working hard to get major
school events, exams, professional learning,
exhibitions, productions, excursions and incursions
underway this term. We have had staff out visiting
our five network primary schools promoting our
LEAP program, as well as our students visiting to
support programs within the primary schools. Our
partnerships with UWA and Curtin are providing rich
experiences for students with two of our Year 9
students gaining scholarships with UWA Aspire to
undertake STEM activities during the up-coming
holidays.
This Bulletin is full of good news stories, photos and
presents a wonderful narrative of what has been
going on here since our last Bulletin. I hope that you
enjoy reading this edition.
Once again, thank you for all the support you provide
to our students and our school.
All the best for the remainder of the term as we fast
approach the Christmas period.
Kind regards,
Cindy

WARNBRO WEDNESDAYS
Over the last few weeks we have had some exciting themes for our Warnbro Wednesdays for Term 4.
Our Warnbro Wednesday themes have been:
- Week 1: Factions
- Week 2: Book Week
- Week 3: Wacky Socks
- Week 4: Fabulous Fluro

Yr 12 Farewell Breakfast, Assembly and
On Friday 25 September, we saw our whole
Walking the Street
school community farewell our 2020 Year 12’s.
The day started very early for staff who came in
to prepare and cook for the Year 12’s for our
traditional farewell breakfast. The students were
treated to bacon and egg muffins, as well as fruit
platters, and danishes. The breakfast was a
lovely relaxed morning where the students were
able to chat to each other, get photos taken,
chat to their teachers, all while enjoying the
lovely Sanbrook Theatre atmosphere with some
well selected ‘dining’ music.
After breakfast the students attended their final
school assembly – a chance for our school
community to farewell the cohort and celebrate
them. With some final messages of
congratulations from Principal Cindy Kerr,
Associate Principal Craig Chadwick and Student
Services Manager Julie Grobbelaar our Year 12’s
had finished their last whole school assembly.
The final and most emotional component of the
day was the final walkthrough. Our whole
school community line the main street and the
graduating class of 2020 walk down the street
to the gate to a thunderous applause –
celebrating their success and the achievement
of 13 years of schooling.
As the students mingled at the front of the
school for their final farewells, there was the
symbolic locking of the gates. This is always a
bittersweet moment, as it indicates that our
students are no longer ‘our’ students – instead
they are now the young adults that we have had
the pleasure to watch grow and mature. We
wish all our 2020 graduates all the best for their
future endeavours. We know that they will be
successful in whatever path they choose.

An ex-student who graduated in 2012, Billy Terry,
spoke with wisdom and feeling about his journey
through school at Warnbro and beyond into adult
life, and our Year 12's were a captive audience.
On Monday 26th October the Class of 2020
gathered at the Mandurah Performing Arts Centre
with their Family, Friends, Teachers and Special
Guests to celebrate their Valedictory. At the end of
what has been a unique and quite a strange year we
were so lucky to be able to return to what seemed
like normality.
The afternoon was spent rehearsing to ensure the
night ran smoothly and showcased the many
amazing achievements of our students.

Speeches were delivered by our Principals and
special guests, citations for awards were read and
each student's success was celebrated as they
crossed the stage to a great applause. The evening
was a great success and a proud moment in time for
all. As a school we are proud of our 2020 graduates
and look forward to hearing about their journeys as
they enter an adult world which will hold challenges,
surprises and hopefully lots of success for each of
them.

Course Awards

Special and
Community
Awards

Remembrance Day 2020
On Wednesday 11 November, we held an assembly to
commemorate Remembrance Day. Our Student Leaders played
key roles in the ceremony and special guests were invited to
attend. Our special guests included Hon Paul Papalia MLA, Riria
Grant and Returned Services League representatives.
Year 9 student, Abbey, was the Master of Ceremonies and
firstly welcomed Ms Mulholland to acknowledge the traditional
owners of the land and then welcomed our Principal, Cindy
Kerr to Address the assembly. Kiara and Gaby sang a beautiful
rendition of “Lest We forget", Ethan delivered the
Remembrance Day speech and Madalen, Jennifer and Emma
who recited a Remembrance Day poem by Rupert McCall.
At the conclusion of the ceremony our special guests were
invited to share a morning tea with Warnbro CHS staff and
students.

Week 2 for Term 4 was Book Week and the theme for 2020 was Curious Creatures Wild Minds which
led the English department to run a variety of activities.
In English they created Monster bookmarks and then designed their own curious creature cookie, wrote
an advertisement for the cookie and then created it using icing, lollies and plain biscuits.
Book Week concluded with an author visit for 8.1 with Leanne White who is a local Australian Author
and Illustrator. Leanne presented a workshop to our Year 8’s looking at how to use imagination and make
a simple box into a little boy through illustration. She also showed the students how she was able to use
everyday objects look like animals – such as a lightbulb becoming a penguin.
The students are studying graphic novels and this session assisted in their illustrations.
A big thank you to the City of Rockingham for supporting Book Week and coordinating the visit.
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Warnbro Community High School supported
October Bike Month 2020. Our Chaplain,
Christina Stonesmith promoted the Bike
Month with a chance for our students to WIN
one of four bikes.
We provide students with something called
Fleet Points, in which they can be collected for:
- Attendance
- Uniform
- Behaviour - 3B's
- Picking up rubbish
Fleet points can then go toward rewards
throughout the school year.
Our winners of the Bike Month competition
were as follows - they were all very excited and
their parents/ guardians more so!

Eva - Year 8, said her old bike was old and rusty and
she was very much looking forward and anticipating to
win a new bike!
Chase - Year 8, was speechless!
Osamu - Year 7, said he had heard the first 3 names
called and was upset he hadn't won, then heard his
name called and was so eager to get to Admin he
walked straight past!
Maison - Year 10, was very grateful!
Congratulations, you all deserved it and put in so much
effort to win.

Warnbro Community High School had 16 Year 10
students who have been accepted into the Industry
Links Program for 2021 attend the South Metro TAFE
Building and Construction Work Ready program. This
course offered by TAFE is a 5 day program covering a
variety of topics related to the Building and
Construction Industry.
Students were able to complete their White Card whilst
on the course. The lecturers were extremely pleased
with the students enthusiasm to learn and the way they
conducted themselves while representing Warnbro
Community High school.
Well done boys, you have started the path to your
futures with great success.

Try-A-Trade

On Monday 26 October, Year 7 - 10 students from WCHS went to HBF Stadium for the Interschool
Athletics Carnival. Students represented WCHS really well and tried their hardest all day.
Well done to Alexis in Year 8 who was the Year 8 Girls Athletics Champion.

In Term 3 the Year 7 Adventure Recreation students embarked on their first expedition to Perth Hills
Discovery Centre. Students were put to the test as they used their navigation skills to guide the group to a
spot on the map to enjoy some lunch, before navigating back to camp. After a long day, the challenge was
successfully completed and students were incredibly proud of their efforts. On our final morning, we were
treated to an Animal Encounter where students met a very special echidna who loves belly rubs. A very
positive first expedition for the group!

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

On the 28th to the 30th of
October we went on a camp with
the Year 7 Adventure Recreation
class to Margaret River. On day 1
we packed the trailer at school
and made our way to Margaret
River. We stopped off in Bunbury
for fuel and then proceeded to
Wilyabrup Sea cliffs to start our
9km hike along the Cape to Cape
Track. We eventually arrived at
Gracetown at 5pm after 4 hours
on the trail. From there we bus
shuffled and arrived at Prevelly
Caravan Park at 6pm.

We woke up, had breakfast, got
on the bus and drove to Redgate
beach to go surfing. When we
arrived we adventured along the
rocks
before
the
surfing
instructors arrived. We then
geared up and made our way out
into the surf. The waves were big,
however, everyone had a go!
After 2 hours in the water and
feeling pretty tired we headed
back to camp to get changed and
eat lunch. After lunch we got back
on the bus and headed to Carters
Road for mountain biking. We did
4 trails which ranged from easy to
moderate in difficulty. Several
students were tested physically,
however, everyone enjoyed the
experience. After 2 hours on the
bikes we headed back to camp to
complete leadership activities
with the year 7 students. At 8pm
we
debriefed
the
day’s
experiences and then slept.

We packed up around 5:30am and
helped others while having our
breakfast. The Year 9’s left for
Giants Cave. This is a self-guided
adventure cave that goes 76m
below ground and extends for
800m. From there we headed to
Vasse for lunch and then
proceeded back to school. We
arrived at 2:20pm, unpacked the
trailers, cleaned the buses and
then headed home for a much
needed sleep.
Rochelle
- Year 9 Adventure
Recreation student

Year 8 Adventure
Recreation Camp
In the final week of Term 3 it was game on! After
missing their Semester One expedition due to
COVID restrictions, Year 8 Adventure Recreation
students had a 4-day expedition in the South West
Region of WA. This would turn out to be an
expedition full of firsts.
Day one the class was going down, waaaaayyyyy
down! Down into the deepest accessible cave in
Western Australia. Giants Cave is a cavernous walk
into a cave that is millions of years old. The students
clambered down stairs and ladders into a different
world. A world without sunlight and sound. With
sections with names like The Ballroom, its easy to see
where the cave gets its name. After clambering their
way out, we took the short drive to the nights
campsite down at Hamelin Bay, for a good nights rest
before the challenging day ahead.
Day two was a challenge of a different type. A fully
packed hike of a distance of about 12km. Packed
hikes are normally reserved for older year groups,
but this group was keen to take on the challenge.
After packing everything they would need for the
next 24 hours, the class set off up the picturesque
Boranup Beach. Although it’s beautiful, it soon sunk
in what they were in for, literally sunk in. The 6km
stretch of soft sand was quite the challenge, but not
as much of a challenge as the following stretch would
be. The following 4km after the beach is a
relentlessly steep incline, this stretch took its toll on
the group but nevertheless they persisted and
enjoyed the 2km downhill stretch into the Boranup
Forest to the camp ground.

At this point I started to get concerned. Day three
was a challenge like no other. It had been somewhat
secretive and was known by the students as the
Stevens Secret Surprise Stravaganza (the SSSS), a
task that was very physically and mentally
demanding. As the students set up their tents, I
drove the support car to pick up the bus, knowing
that when I returned and explained what the SSSS
was to them, that they would not be keen after such
a physically challenging day and we would have to
seek an alternative. As I drove the bus into camp, I
was surprised to see enthusiasm and a different
bunch of students to the ones that I had left 40
minutes earlier. Maybe all was not lost?!
After dinner I shed some light on the SSSS. It was an
orienteering course that I had set up over the
weekend. The students would receive a map and
compass each, there were 11 points marked on the
map, each point came with a clue to help determine
the location of a small container that contained part
of a fragmented message. The challenge was to
collect all clues and decode the message, there was
one catch, to be able to collect all clues the group
would not only have to navigate successfully but
cover approximately 27km over the day, with the
final clue being located at their next campsite at
Conto Camp Ground. Given the day that we had just
experienced, I gave them an opt out option and we
could come up with a Plan B. Their response was,
“Nah, we got this!”.

Day three and the SSSS was in full swing, spirits
were high and the kilometres ticked down and clues
came rolling in. As the group make their way
through the forest and navigated a maze of tracks
there was something amazing happening, a shield of
positivity that was keeping them going and focussed
on solving the task at hand. After about 22km and 7
clues found, disaster struck, clue number 8 was nowhere to be found, they had narrowed it down to a
small area, but as the sun got lower in the sky, it was
time to make a B-line to the campsite. 26km was
covered over the day, not including searching for
the clues in the areas. Although the code was not
quite cracked, the class had proved themselves as
winners. The level of resilience, determination,
leadership and support to their peers, was like
nothing that I had seen before.
Day four was a little more relaxed. The group visited
the Eagles Heritage Park to see some rehabilitated
birds of prey. The experience started with an
educational walk around the facility, looking at a
wide variety of birds, including; the Peregrine Falcon
which can fly up to 390kmph making it the fastest
animal on the planet, and the Wedge Tailed Eagle,
with a wingspan of up to 2.84m making it the largest
bird of prey in the world. The finale was a show
including Black Kites that zoomed down to collect
food that was hurdled towards the class, and an
opportunity for the students to get up close with
Ivey, a Barn Owl, that continued to bob her head
from side to side, almost like she was dancing. The
animal handler said, she may look like she is dancing,
but really she is triangulating distance using her
hearing to decide what she can eat next.

After a quick stop in Margaret River for lunch, we
started the long haul back to WCHS. The group may
have been tired, and ready for a good sleep, but
there was a feeling about them, a feeling of
accomplishment. If you see any of the Year 8
Adventure Recreation class around, they deserve
congratulations for all that they achieved.

Year 11 ATAR Outdoor Education Expedition
Planning, paddling, plodding and prehistoric
spelunking…. wait, what? This was the order of
events for the Year 11 ATAR Outdoor Education
Expedition.
The class completed extensive planning and
preparation to ensure that their first stand-alone
expedition would be a success. This included;
planning locations, activities, leadership schedules,
route planning and risk assessments. The
expedition served more than one purpose, it was a
stand-alone expedition for the class, but also a
reconnaissance trip to investigate areas that they
are looking to include next year when they lead an
expedition for a class of Year 8 students.
Day one started with a 4 hour drive to Augusta
River Mouth, where they would commence a
kayak paddle on the Hardy Inlet. With such a long
drive it was lucky that the students had prepared a
playlist, however it was unlucky that many of the
songs gave me an involuntary education of the
discography of Harry Styles. Nevertheless, we
pressed on and got through the drive.
The strong wind did not make ideal conditions for
paddling. The class made the decision to press on
but ensure that they hugged the shoreline to avoid
being washed across the inlet. In sheltered coves
the conditions were spectacular for paddling, on
the other hand, in some of the open channels
conditions were quite challenging. After 4 hours on
the water the class pulled up north of Molloy
Island. We then made our way to Conto
Campground for the night.

Day two was a hike from Conto Campground to
Boranup Look Out. Today the students would
apply much of the leadership and navigation theory
that they had learned back at school. 16km was the
distance, not so hard right? It becomes a little
harder once you consider that they had to carry all
the things that they would need to exist for the
remainder of the expedition. Midway through the
hike, the class encountered a snake that was coiled
next to the track, they followed the risk
assessment process which meant they had to
remain still and wait for the snake to leave. After a
few moments that may have seemed like an
eternity, the snake slowly slithered away. We
finished the hike a little later then expected and
made it to the campsite at Hamelin Bay just before
it got dark. The class enjoyed a well-earned rest
and hopefully a good night’s sleep.
The final day involved some spelunking… that’s
right spelunking, spelunking is another term for
caving. The students got to guide themselves
through some prehistoric caverns that form what
is known as Giants Cave. Despite the sore legs
from the day before, the class managed to
complete the many hundreds of steps, ladders and
rock scrambling sections and navigate their way
through the ancient cave formations.
After a brief stop in Margaret River for lunch, we
made our way home, this time there was no Harry
Styles education. I decided that the class would
benefit greatly from listening to a long podcast
about WWII that focussed on the Eastern front
between Germany and Russia. I'm sure they
thoroughly enjoyed it.

Uniform
Warnbro Community High School has changed Uniform Suppliers as of Term 4 2020 – We now use Hot
Klobba in Port Kennedy, where you can purchase our uniforms from their store.

